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HALACHIC AND HASHKAFIC ISSUES IN

CONTEMPORARY SOCIETY
8 - WOMEN AND TORAH
PART 3 - WOMEN RABBIS
OU ISRAEL CENTER - SPRING 2016

A] SOME HASHKAFIC CONSIDERATIONS

• Should there be women rabbis - where is the pressure coming from?
• Is there an overriding non-halachic imperative to avoid new innovations - connections with Reform? feminism?
• Does it go against our ‘mesorah’? How do we define that? Does the ‘mesorah’ ever change?
• Slippery slope arguments - feeding other egalitarian agendas?
• Lack of opportunity for women to develop careers in Torah - wasted intellectual and spiritual talent?
• Women’s frustration having engaged in higher level learning and the wish to take that ‘to the next level’.
• Lack of proper training for those women who do have communal leadership or teaching roles.
• Feelings of disenfranchisement in Jewish religious life.
• Discomfort, disorientation and embarrassment in dealing with existing structures of interface with Jewish law - personal she’elot.

B] SOME HALACHIC CONSIDERATIONS

Is a woman halachically allowed to carry out the different elements of a Rabbinic job (see also Part 2):- (i) receiving a semicha; (ii) ruling in
halacha; (iii) leading prayer services; (iv) conducting weddings, funerals etc; (v) reading from the Torah; (vi) giving sermons in shul; (vii)
pastoral work; (viii) counseling; (ix) education~teaching Torah; (x) providing guidance in theology; (xi) public communal leadership; (xii)
sitting on a Beit Din

C] WOMEN AS JUDGES

We saw in Part 2 last week that, according to the mainstream psak (including the Rambam and the Shulchan Aruch) women are prohibited
in halacha from being Dayanot. We also saw that there is a minority position that this is permitted.

D] WOMEN AND SEMICHA

We saw in Part 2 last week that, according to some poskim, the modern Semicha is effectively a continuation of original Semicha of the
Sanhedrin, which was limited to men.

E] WOMEN IN COMMUNAL LEADERSHIP POSITIONS

///// Whj t crE n IC Whv«k
 t v rj c h rJ
 t Qkn Whkg ohGT oIG

1.

uy:zh ohrcs

The Torah includes a mitzva to appoint a king over the Jewish people
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vfkn tku 'lkn

2.

zbe texhp ohypua ,arp ohrcs hrpx

Chazal in the Sifrei (Israel 3C) understand that the reference to a ‘melech~king’ excludes the possibility of a queen

lhjt cren tkt vhvh tk ohan v,ta ,unhan kf - lhjt cren ///lkn lhkg oha, oua (zh ohrcs) /tbhb,

3.

:ug ihaushe

Chazal see this mitzva to appoint a king as a prototype for all communal public appointments

aht tkt ivc ihbnn iht ktrahca ,unhan kf ifu ,ufknc vat ihshngn ihta snkn /vfkn tku -lkn lhkg oha, oua t"s

4.

zh erp ohrcsk ohtb, arsn

Chazal in the Medrash Tanaim (a lesser known halachic medrash on the book of Devarim) apply the prohibition to
appointing women to all positions of communal authority

aht tkt ovc ohbnn iht ktrahca ,unhan kf ifu 'vfkn tku lkn lhkg rntba ,ufknc vat ihshngn iht

5.

v vfkv t erp ohfkn ,ufkv o"cnr

As such, when the Rambam rules this halacha in the Yad Chazaka (Egypt 12C) he extends the issur to appointing any women
to ‘mesima shebeyisrael’ - Jewish public office. In the context of this prohibition, this could be an issur Torah.
It should be noted that he ALSO extends the prohibitions of public appointments to other groups disqualified from kingship
eg converts. So it is not necessarily to do with ‘women’ per se. He understands, like the gemara in Kiddushin, that the
mitzva to appoint a melech is dealing with all public appointments and the same qualifications and disqualifications will
apply across the board

vhv rucsv p"g b"t /ohypanv ovk ,snkn v,hva thae tk 'ktrah ,t vypua thv vthcb vat vrucsu ch,f tv ,"tu

6.

v vfkv t erp ohfkn ,ufkv z"csr

The Radvaz (Egypt 16C) asks on this Rambam from the example of Devora, who judged Israel at the time of the Shoftim. He
gives two answers; (i) Devorah was a teacher of halacha and Torah not a leader (another proof for the discussion in Part 2)
and (ii) Devorah was a leader but was exceptionally sanctioned by God through Nevuah (these answers are also found in
Tosafot on Niddah 50a)

kg ohdvb,n uhva vz 'ypank ktrah hbc vhkt ukghu hnb ch,fu 'ktrah ,t vypa thvu (s ohypua) vrucs kg cu,fv rnta vnu
hp kg ohdvb,na tkt ',unhan rtak ihsv tuvu vfkn tku lkn lhkg oha, oua hrpxc ibhrnt tvs 'hubhn ,ru,c tk vhp
,usg u,usgu ihs ubhs kuxp ut cure ,usgku ihsk uhkg kcenva ihsk ovhkg vukcea ut 'v,mg

7.

t sung k ;s ,uguca ,fxn t"cyhrv haushj

The Ritva (Spain 14C) agrees with the Rambam’s position on the prohibition of appointing women to positions of authority.
He also raises the question of Devorah but gives two different answers (i) Devorah was not formally appointed but the
people went to her for advice; (ii) Devorah was not really halachically acceptable for the role she performed but the people
accepted her as a judge in spite of that. In a case where a person accepts an otherwise invalid witness or judge (eg a
relative) the appointment and judgement are valid. It is interesting to consider what effect this latter rationale would have
on a modern community’s decision to accept a female leader

od rcux ifa rc,xnu hdhkp i"cnru i"rvu a"trvu wxu,u h"ar kct o"cnrvf ohrcuxv ohbuatr vcrv aha ;t rcs ;ux
tfhka iputc er tuv htsucu /tuv t,uucrs t,dukps iuhf vhnhgsu o"cnrv ,yhaf rhnjvk ah vagnk htsucu t"carv
khcac kusd lrumk ifku /sujh ihbg iushb kkf lhha tku ohab og tuv exgv rehg hrv h,ktaba vjdavu vnusfu sujh ruxht
,yha od ohhek vmg h,tmn kct t,uucrs t,dukp kfcf o"cnrv kg ohekujv kg lunxk lhha vhv vhbcu vbnktv ,uhj
/ohekujv kg lunxk lrum tfhk tkhnn hrva vmgvf ,uagk ihjrfun tkhnnu o"cnrv

8.

vn inhx c ekj vgs vruh van ,urdt ,"ua
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Rav Moshe Feinstein has two teshuvot concerning appointing a woman to run a kashrut hashgacha. In the course of those
teshuvot, he deals in detail with the issue of appointing a woman to leadership roles. He finds that, although many Rishonim
do agree with the Rambam that it is prohibited, many others do NOT agree. Rav Moshe rules that we should normally rule
in such cases like the Rambam but in special circumstances (like the ones in this teshuva) he is prepared to be lenient and
rule against the Rambam. This of course does not in any sense imply that Rav Moshe would be lenient in debate on women
rabbis. It does however show that the halachic position is subject to dispute.

9.

cg wng (f lrf) ywka, vp-kgca vru, 'iurus-haec uvhkt cr

10.

Thus we have shown that the Rav believed that women serving as communal rabbis was forbidden both because it is a minui kahal
and because it is position of serara. Logic dictates that he would have also opposed rabbinic ordination, whose primary and
declared purpose is to certify the suitability of candidates for such a position.
This in no way contravenes the fact that a large cadre of leading poskim have disagreed to varying extents with the Rav’s sole
reliance on the Rambam, his analysis of serara, and his distinction between serara and minui kahal. Furthermore, many poskim
accept the efficacy of democratic elections (kiblu alayhu) as a means of circumventing serara considerations in other communal
leadership positions (such as shul presidency and elected political positions), and they may well feel the same about Rabbinic
positions. Others have invoked a variety of additional factors (inter alia custom, modesty and communal cohesiveness) in the
latter case. As a result of all these considerations, it will not be a simple matter to come to a final ruling on the issue of women’s
ordination. But despite this controversy between gedolei ha-poskim, as talmidim of Moreinu veRabbeinu haRav Yosef Dov
Soloveitchik zt”l, we owe this gadol ha-dor the honor and consideration of involving him in our deliberations.
The View of Rav Joseph B. Soloveitchik zt’l on the Ordination of Women: Rabbi Aryeh Frimer, Text and Texture, June 26 2010
Rav Soloveitchik was never explicit on the issue of women Rabbis although at least some of his Talmidim are clear that he
would he fully opposed this, based on his position on serara
• In October 1931, Rabbi Yehiel Ya’akov Weinberg, one of the great rabbinic authorities of the 20th century, agreed that there was no
halachic bar to women being elected to the heads of communities, but since there was a consensus that it was not modest or appropriate,
he felt that there should be no change in public policy. In a later responsa in 1960, he suggested that the matter must be left to work itself
out. His response followed a private letter in which he pointed out that while the scholars of the ultra-Orthodox world opposed women’s
suffrage, in Israeli elections even ultra-Orthodox women vote (see also below).
• Another factor in the issue of ‘serara’ is the extent to which this concept applies to democratically elected or selected employees who
work under a limited employment contract, do not inherit their office, and are subject to dismissal.
• Note that since 2013 the United Synagogue in the UK have elected women as presidents of synagogue communities, following a ruling of
the London Beit Din in 2012 that this was not in breach of halacha
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F] TZNIUT

gh
 JIn kt2 rG h hv«k
2 t rT2 T x n kt2 vT t i2ft

11.

uy:vn uvhgah

One of the middot of God is to remain hidden. Since we have a mitzva of ‘vehalachta bedrachav’ - to copy the Divine middot,
this makes ‘histatrut’ - remaining private an overriding midda within Judaism

(vhkgc ,t ,rcen ,ubcrva 'rucm kg vrra duvbkn ejr,v :trubyrcn gr) ,ubcrv ,t tbau vftknv ,t cuvt rnut vhgna ///

12.

h:t erp ,uct ,fxn vban

As such, we are encouraged to avoid leadership positions (Yosef’s early death is seen by Chazal as a result of his leadership)

VJUc
 k cv
 z ,ImC J Nn vnh
 bP Qkn ,c vSUc
 F kF

13.

sh euxp vn erp ohkv,

This may be especially true of women who traditionally have been encouraged to maintain a more private role

14.

The halakhah "a king, but not a queen" appears to be a reflection of the religio-social ideal ‘Kol kevudah bat melekh penimah The entire glory of the king's daughter is within’ (Psalms 45: 14). Various explanations have been offered in attempts to formulate
the philosophical basis of this ideal. Such explanations are based upon an analysis of the concept of tzni'ut in all its
ramifications. .... Suffce it to say that, the ideal of "kol kevudah" notwithstanding, women were never barred from seeking gainful
employment or from engaging in commerce. Indeed, there are virtually no halakhic restrìctions placed upon a woman seeking a
career outside the home. Nevertheless, the kol kevudah concept does find expression in Halakhah. This expression is perhaps
more a matter of form than of substance, but is significant nonetheless. It would appear that the restriction ‘a king, but not a
queen’ is designed to give formal recognition to kol kevudah as an ideal, if not a norm. It is precisely in the public arena, in the
holding of public office and thereby commanding constant public attention, that the Torah saw the greatest possible violation of
feminine tzni'ut. Of course, this restriction in no way guarantees the approximation, much less the realization, of this ideal, but it
does serve to emphasize the principle as a halakhic desideratum and as such the form is as significant as the substance.
Women on Synagogue Boards: Rabbi J David Bleich, Tradition 15:4, 1976

///// ktrah ,ubc udvba ,ughbmv dvbn tuv 'w,hsuvh ,sw thv uzhtu

15.
sf erp ,uaht ,ufkv o"cnr

tch,f tks d"gtu ktrah ,ubc udvba - ,hsuvh ,s

16.

t sung cg ;s ,ucu,f ,fxn h"ar

The halachic parameters of hilchot tzniut are defined by ‘dat yehudit’ - the religious practices of the Jewish people. In the
context of women’s practice of tzniut, Rashi defines ‘dat yehudit’ as ‘the minhag of Jewish women in areas that have no
written source’. Thus, many aspects of dat yehudit are based in hilchot minhag and will by definition be subjective

//// /h"b kgppt h"rvn wufu v"gux c"uj wdv crv rehv hshsh ////// vrybun t"ha, vfubjs wd v"c :rjchvku rujck ,ukufh ohab ot
ifu h"t hbcr okut /,hchxtpv vrhjcv ,t rxtu ,hchyetv vrhjc ,t rh,v k"z inpuv m"s r"dv /ohab ,rhjcc u,kta s"g
vrhjcv ,t rh,n kthzug hypan urpxc kthzug hatrv crvu /,hchyetv vrhjcv od urxt 'sugu k"z g"jrdvu k"z j"j kgc
vhtr ohthcn od 'kveu ruchm hbhhbgc euxg, vata ,ughbmv sdb uvza hrxun ogy ah ohrxutvk //// sjh od rjcvku rujck
vkhdnc ifu /vtb o,rcj ihta 'ovhkg ihbnzn iht ohbyeu ohscgu ohab '(vn) ,ufrcn ifu /wvfkn tku lknw (zbe) ohypua hrpxn
oheung r,uh ohngy vzc ah hf kupkpc ,kgu, iht kct 'kpkpku ,ujsk ahu /a"hg 'rucm sucf hbpn vru,c tre, tk vat '(df)

17.

yn, sung jke inhx t ekj at hshra ,"ua
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This teshuva of the Seridei Eish (written 1951) deals with the issue of women’s right to vote and records the opinion of many
early 20C opinions that it was prohibited. These opinions include the Chafetz Chaim, R. Chaim Ozer Grodzinsky and other
authorities (R. Yehoshua Leib Diskin, R. Yosef Chaim Sonnenfeld, R. Yechiel Michel Tukachinski)

18.

(1919) p$r, hra, eue h$t r - ohab ,rhjc kg c,fn

Rav Kook was also totally against women voting on various grounds, including tzniut
Following the radical shift in the structure of society over the last 90 years since WWI, orthodox women now vote without any hesitation and
with full Rabbinic approval. What changed? Evidently, women voting IS now tzanuah. Thus any issur based on hilchot tznuit is always a
potentially moving target.

G] MESORAH

19.

For example, R Yosef Dov Soloveitchik compellingly demonstrated in his shiurim how Hanhagos Beis Ha-K’nesses, customs of the
synagogue, reflect deep halachic and hashkafic considerations, and that the details of the structure of the beis ha-k’nesses are
likewise based in halachic categories. These halachic and hashkafic bases and categories are rarely spelled out in the works of
poskim, yet they exist as “Mesorah” – that we structure a shul as it has traditionally been done, and that the practices and
nuances of tefillah need to be retained even if we cannot find many of them codified in a Halacha sefer, perceiving that there is an
authoritative reason for it all, even if we do not know it. The Rav demonstrated that all classical minhagim are in truth reflective of
ancient and authoritative halachic and hashkafic considerations, and he was adamant that minhagim be kept and that one
adhere to the minhagim of one’s father (with a few rare exceptions, in which there is a dispute among minhagim, and one of the
minhagim in dispute presents halachic objections). R Hershel Schachter has elaborately presented this in his three-part sefarim
series about the Rav.
The entirety of traditional Jewish religious life, including its age-old ritual norms and societal norms, even if they lack formal
codification, reflects Torah values, be they halachic or hashkafic; every aspect of our multi-millenia traditional religious communal
modality is embedded in or predicated upon halachic or hashkafic axioms. These axioms may not be apparent to the uninitiated,
yet failure to perceive them does not grant license to negate, dismiss or reform.
The fact that we are not aware of a strict halachic basis for a millennia-old Torah practice does not allow us to contest the practice
and discard it. Our adherence to such practices is based upon Mesorah, and Mesorah is based upon halachic or hashkafic
reasoning that often has not been popularized or formulated for mass consumption, thereby making it elusive save for those
talmidei chachamim who have the requisite knowledge and insight.
So, in reply to The Jewish Week opinion piece penned by the JOFA leaders: Yes, “this reliance on the arguments of tradition” is
indeed a more than legitimate basis for the position of the halachic authorities of the RCA and poskim worldwide to object to the
ordination of women. Mesorah has been the bedrock of Jewish religious ritual and societal norms for millennia, and our
occasional failure to appreciate it as a manifestation of Torah values does not permit us to dismiss its controlling role and its
dispositive, defining function in all aspects of Torah life.
Ordaining Women and the Role of Mesorah: Rabbi Avraham Gordimer, Cross-Currents, June 3 20131

1. http://gt.cross-currents.com/archives/2013/06/03/what-about-mesorah-do-you-not-understand/
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• According this approach can any Jewish practice change, and if so how?
• How are we to account for the many different minhagim and hanhagot of the Jewish world in the 21C which would have seemed quite
foreign to Jews of previous centuries - eg. Jewish music, the Beis Yaakov school system, women’s voting
• How did new practices ever develop within Judaism eg Chassidut?
• How does Mesorah deal with entirely new and unprecedented realities in the Jewish people?
• Surely there needs to be some distinction made between different types of tradition, based on different bases of halachic and hashkafic
authority. Where would Women Rabbis fit into this?
H] META-HALACHIC

& HASHKAFIC ISSUES

(i) The importance of Meta-halachic concepts and ‘Jewish Values’, despite the frequent lack of clarity on how define these precisely.

20.

The discussion regarding women’s tefilla groups has regrettably focused excessively on technical issues and legalities. It has been
framed by limited halakhic queries such as: may the participants forgo tefilla be-tsibbur to attend these groups? May menstruant
women touch sifrei Torah? Undoubtedly such technical perspectives and narrow questions are necessary to ensure our
compliance with all minutiae of halakha. Torah, however, consists not only of halakhic details, but also of halakhic values.
Unfortunately the latter have been neglected in the discussion concerning women’s tefilla groups. When halakha is fragmented
and truncated in such a fashion, it can be neither interpreted nor implemented correctly. The approach of Rav Soloveitchik zt”l
differed. The Rav’s consistent opposition to women’s tefilla groups was dictated by halakhic values, not halakhic details.

"Halakhic Values and Halakhic Decisions: Rav Soloveitchik's Pesak Regarding Women's Prayer Groups" Rav Meyer Twersky
Tradition, 32:3 Spring 19982

21.

In sum, halakha is a two-tiered system consisting of concrete, particularized commandments governing our actions as well as
abstract, general imperatives governing the matrix of our actions. Some abstract imperatives focus exclusively on the elan of a
specific mitsva; e.g., the commandment Shabbaton ensures the spiritual character of Shabbat. Others are all-encompassing,
establishing universal values and standards of conduct; e.g. kedoshim te-hiyu. The Torah legislates not only actions, but also
de’ot (ethical-moral-religious-intellectual dispositions). It prescribes ritual but also establishes boundaries for the concomitant
religious experience.
ibid

22.

[S]urely we are sociologically and philosophically sophisticate enough to realize - given the wealth of studies on this very point that it is this modern consciousness that is radically subversive of tradition of all kinds. At the very heart of Judaism, biblical and
rabbinic, is an insistence on standing apart from, sometimes maintaining an oppositional stance to, the secular ethos of the age.
The very concept - itself biblical - of a "fence around the law" recognizes that there may be behaviors which, while not directly in
conflict with Jewish law or values, are nonetheless subversive of them. It was remarkable, therefore, to find a series of "responsa"
[by Conservative Rabbi Joel Roth] rejecting a set of halakhic assumptions in favor of an uncritical acceptance of a
late-twentieth-century American view of what is "sexist" or undemocratic. This fails to pass a minimal threshold of sociological
insight, let alone halakhic integrity.
.....
Halakhah is often taken to be a set of rules, and as such is governed by the general jurisprudential considerations that apply to
rules. This view governs, for example, the entire presentation of Roth's book, The Halakhic Process: A Systemic Analysis. But this
is not so, as Maimonides makes clear in the Guide. The laws of Torah, he argues, are intended to do more than govern behavior.
They are meant to shape character and cognition. That is why one cannot be halakhically indifferent to secular culture insofar as it
shapes character and cognition in ways antithetical to or subversive of Torah...

Rabbi Jonathan Sacks, as present at the first Orthodox Forum in 1989 published in Rabbinic Authority and Personal Autonomy,
1992 (ed Moshe Sokol) pp 165-167

2. http://www.torahweb.org/torah/special/2003/rtwe_wtg.html#fn10
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(ii) Women rabbis would never be able to fill all the roles of communal rabbi (eg she could not count towards a minyan). Would their
ordination therefore lead to a frustration amongst women rabbis which, itself, would impose pressure to pursue entirely non-halachic
choices? Could this lead to otherwise less able men being appointed to rabbinic positions?
(iii) Women Rabbis would be entirely rejected by a large proportion of the Orthodox world. Would this not therefore introduce a new
element of friction and machloket into the community? At what point does the perceived cost of an innovation outweigh the perceived
gain?
(iv) Are there other fulfilling roles that women can be encouraged to pursue in Jewish learning and teaching? What about education?
Toenot Beit Din? Yoetzot? Poskot? Should these be encouraged or discouraged? Should there be a titles other than ‘Rabbi’ or is that
semantic?
(v) The prohibition on innovating in a way which would strengthen the position of sectarian Jewish groups

,t vejh tka 'if vagh tk euacu `vfu,k osv xbfha khcac u,hc lu,c tnud vaug kct 'rehg kf tnudk ihyjua iht
(euj iuak vejh 'ovh,ueujc ovhsh ehzjh - h"ar) :[ohbhnv] oheusmv

23.
/tn ihkuj

The Mishna prohibits shechita in a way which would give support to sectarian practices of ‘non-orthodox’ groups, even
though the innovation is itself halachically permissible. There have always been such group - Samaritans, Sadduces, Early
Christians. Today, this would apply to adopting practices which would strengthen the position of non-orthodox groups Conservative, Reform. Note also Chazal’s insistence on making tamei the Kohen performing the burning of the ashes of the
Red Heifer, despite the otherwise total focus on tahara, just to avoid any suggestion of agreement with sectarian groups.
This has been applied over the last 200 years in various questions, eg prohibiting organs in synagogues, prohibiting flowers at funerals,
prohibiting changes to synagogue design. But some innovations have been gradually accepted in many quarters, eg bat mitzva, derashot in
the venacular.
(vi) Is the pressure for women Rabbis coming from a secular feminist egalitarian agenda? To what extent are desires for innovation
required to be leshem shamayim?
(vii) What are the dangers of refusing to move in an area where there may be some Rabbinic discretion? What will be the response of those
pushing hard for change, with or without Rabbinic approval?
(viii) To what extend are the arguments for a wider women’s rabbinic role undermined, or even delegitmized, by the radical (and in many
cases clearly non-Orthodox) views or associations of some of the main proponents of a progressive agenda

24.

There are certain things that are acceptable only in the long run. I approve of the idea of increasing the role of women in religious
life and think it is an important one ….. At the same time, things have to be done gradually. To have a woman learn Gemara a
generation or two ago like women learn Gemara today would have been too revolutionary. But with time, things change; time
answers a lot of questions, erodes discomfort, and helps. So my answer, when I was asked by a reporter about what I think about
women rabbis, was, basically: ‘It’s going too fast’. I did not say it was wrong, I did not say it was right. It just has not paced itself
properly. I was criticized, of course. People asked, ‘You mean that al pi din they’re allowed to become rabbis?’ My response: ‘I
don’t know - are you sure they’re not allowed to?’
Interview with Rabbi Dr. Norman Lamm, YU Commentator, Feb 12 2010

I] FURTHER READING

• Ordaining Women and the Role of Mesorah: Rabbi Avraham Gordimer, Cross-Currents, June 3 20133

3. http://gt.cross-currents.com/archives/2013/06/03/what-about-mesorah-do-you-not-understand/
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• Ordination of Insubordination: Rabbi Avraham Gordimer, Cross-Currents, June 15 20154
• Women Rabbis: Rabbi Herschel Schachter, Hakira Vol 11, 2011, p195
• Can Women Be Rabbis?: Rabbi Herschel Shechter, TorahWeb.org, 20046
• Orthodox Women Rabbis? Rabbi Michael J. Broyde and Rabbi Shlomo M. Brody, Hakira Vol 11, 2011, p257
• Women on Synagogue Boards: Rabbi J David Bleich, Tradition 15:4, 1976
• The View of Rav Joseph B. Soloveitchik zt’l on the Ordination of Women: Rabbi Aryeh Frimer, Text and Texture, June 26 20108
• On Women in Rabbinic Positions of Leadership: Rabbi Daniel Sperber, Meorot 8, 20109
• Isha KeRav Kehillah: Rabbi Shlomo Aviner

APPENDIX: RABBINICAL COUNCIL OF AMERICA 2015 POLICY CONCERNING
WOMEN RABBIS10
2015 Resolution: RCA Policy Concerning Women Rabbis
Oct 31, 2015 -- Formally adopted by a direct vote of the RCA membership, the full text of "RCA Policy Concerning Women Rabbis" states:
• Whereas, after much deliberation and discussion among its membership and after consultation with poskim, the Rabbinical Council of America unanimously passed
the following convention resolution at its April 2010 convention:
1.
2.
3.

4.

The flowering of Torah study and teaching by God-fearing Orthodox women in recent decades stands as a significant achievement. The Rabbinical Council of
America is gratified that our members have played a prominent role in facilitating these accomplishments.
We members of the Rabbinical Council of America see as our sacred and joyful duty the practice and transmission of Judaism in all of its extraordinary,
multifaceted depth and richness - halakhah (Jewish law), hashkafah (Jewish thought), tradition and historical memory.
In light of the opportunity created by advanced women's learning, the Rabbinical Council of America encourages a diversity of halakhically and communally
appropriate professional opportunities for learned, committed women, in the service of our collective mission to preserve and transmit our heritage. Due to our
aforesaid commitment to sacred continuity, however, we cannot accept either the ordination of women or the recognition of women as members of the
Orthodox rabbinate, regardless of the title.
Young Orthodox women are now being reared, educated, and inspired by mothers, teachers and mentors who are themselves beneficiaries of advanced
women's Torah education. As members of the new generation rise to positions of influence and stature, we pray that they will contribute to an ever-broadening
and ever-deepening wellspring of talmud Torah (Torah study), yir'at Shamayim (fear of Heaven), and dikduk b'mitzvot (scrupulous observance of
commandments).

• And whereas on May 7, 2013, the RCA announced:
In light of the recent announcement that Yeshivat Maharat will celebrate the "ordination as clergy" of its first three graduates, and in response to the
institution's claim that it "is changing the communal landscape by actualizing the potential of Orthodox women as rabbinic leaders," the Rabbinical Council
of America reasserts its position as articulated in its resolution of April 27, 2010... The RCA views this event as a violation of our mesorah (tradition) and
regrets that the leadership of the school has chosen a path that contradicts the norms of our community.
Therefore, the Rabbinical Council of America
• Resolves to educate and inform our community that RCA members with positions in Orthodox institutions may not
1. Ordain women into the Orthodox rabbinate, regardless of the title used; or
2.Hire or ratify the hiring of a woman into a rabbinic position at an Orthodox institution; or
3. Allow a title implying rabbinic ordination to be used by a teacher of Limudei Kodesh in an Orthodox institution;

and

,
•Commits to an educational effort to publicize its policy by:
1. Republishing its policies on this matter; and,
2. Clearly communicating and disseminating these policies to its members and the community.
This resolution does not concern or address non-rabbinic positions such as Yoatzot Halacha, community scholars, Yeshiva University's
GPATS, and non-rabbinic school teachers. So long as no rabbinic or ordained title such as "Maharat" is used in these positions, and so long as there is no implication of
ordination or a rabbinic status, this resolution is inapplicable.
4. http://gt.cross-currents.com/archives/2015/06/15/ordination-of-insubordination/
5. http://www.hakirah.org/Vol%2011%20Schachter.pdf
6. http://www.torahweb.org/torah/2004/parsha/rsch_dvorim2.html
7. http://www.hakirah.org/Vol%2011%20Broyde.pdf
8. http://text.rcarabbis.org/the-view-of-rav-joseph-b-soloveitchik-zt%E2%80%9Dl-on-the-ordination-of-women-by-aryeh-a-frimer/
9. http://www.yctorah.org/component/option,com_docman/task,doc_view/gid,1393/
10. Available at http://www.rabbis.org/news/article.cfm?id=105835
To download more source sheets and audio shiurim visit www.rabbimanning.com

